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ABSTRACT
The lack of sufficient labeled data is a key bottleneck for practition-
ers in many real-world supervised machine learning (ML) tasks. In
this paper, we study a new problem, namely selective data acquisi-
tion in the wild for model charging: given a supervised ML task and
data in the wild (e.g., enterprise data warehouses, online data repos-
itories, data markets, and so on), the problem is to select labeled
data points from the data in the wild as additional train data that
can help the ML task. It consists of two steps (Fig. 1). The first step
is to discover relevant datasets (e.g., tables with similar relational
schema), which will result in a set of candidate datasets. Because
these candidate datasets come from different sources and may fol-
low different distributions, not all data points they contain can help.
The second step is to select which data points from these candidate
datasets should be used. We build an end-to-end solution. For step
1, we piggyback off-the-shelf data discovery tools. Technically, our
focus is on step 2, for which we propose a solution framework called
AutoData. It first clusters all data points from candidate datasets
such that each cluster contains similar data points from different
sources. It then iteratively picks which cluster to use, samples data
points (i.e., a mini-batch) from the picked cluster, evaluates the
mini-batch, and then revises the search criteria by learning from
the feedback (i.e., reward) based on the evaluation. We propose a
multi-armed bandit based solution and a Deep Q Networks-based
reinforcement learning solution. Experiments using both relational
and image datasets show the effectiveness of our solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Data-centric ML. In many supervised ML projects, the main bot-
tleneck is the lack of sufficient labeled train data (a.k.a. data-centric
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Figure 1: Selective data acquisition for model charging.

ML) [9, 28, 36, 37], not which ML models to use and how to op-
timize these models (a.k.a. model-centric ML), especially for ML
practitioners.

Example 1. [Insufficient train data.] Consider Fig. 2(a) that shows
a dataset 𝑇train, which is used to train a regression model to predict
the house Price at Kolkata, India, based on the features (City, Year,
Area, Security). The test data 𝑇test is given in Fig. 2(b), whose
Price values are to be predicted. The ground truth Price values are
also provided for helping the discussion.

Figure 3(a) shows both the learned model using only 𝑇train (i.e.,
Line 1) and the ground truth model that we want to learn (i.e., Line 2).
Because 𝑇train is small and does not contain sufficient data points
(e.g., there are many houses with Area > 1000 or < 700 in 𝑇test, but
all houses in 𝑇train have Area in the range [700, 1000]), the model
trained using 𝑇train (i.e., Line 1) is not good enough for 𝑇test.

Data acquisition. The process of getting more labeled data is
known as data acquisition, which is categorized into two classes:
human-in-the-loop and automatic data acquisition. Human-in-the-
loop data acquisition includes weak supervisionwhere users need to
define rules (e.g., Snorkel [43], data programming [42]), and crowd-
and expert-sourcing. Automatic data acquisition uses automatic
methods to obtain more train data.

Selective data acquisition in the wild for model charging. We
ask whether it is possible to find useful data points from the data in
the wild as shown in Fig. 1 so as to “charge” the model, where we
know that different datasets may follow different data distributions,
but meanwhile, we also hypothesize that some data points can help.

For doing so, the first step is to select candidate datasets. For
tables, this is known as data discovery with many off-the-shelf
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City Year Area Security Price
Kolkata 2009 710 No 3,200,000
Kolkata 2013 770 No 3,850,000
Kolkata 2007 935 No 2,524,000
Kolkata 2006 973 Yes 3,611,000
(a)𝑇train : Train dataset (learn to predict “Price”).

City Year Area Security Price Ground Truth
Kolkata 2017 350 No ? 2,100,000
Kolkata 2019 465 Yes ? 4,365,000
Kolkata 2015 572 No ? 3,268,000
Kolkata 2012 655 Yes ? 2,599,000
Kolkata 2012 735 No ? 3,300,000
Kolkata 2017 881 Yes ? 4,698,000
Kolkata 2011 1123 Yes ? 3,324,000
Kolkata 2014 1210 Yes ? 5,000,000

(b)𝑇test : Test dataset (predict the “Price” column).

Figure 2: Sample train and test datasets.

tools [11, 16, 34]. For images, there are many benchmarks, as well
as Web APIs such as Google, Baidu or Azure image search.

Example 2. [Using all data points in candidate datasets.]
Fig. 3(b)(c) and (d) show three datasets that also contain house price
information in different cities of India, i.e., 𝐷1, 𝐷2 and 𝐷3 for Ban-
glore, Mumbai, and Delhi, respectively. They have different schemata
with 𝑇train and 𝑇test in Fig. 2, but they can be used as train data.

A straightforward solution is to add all these datasets to the train
data (i.e., 𝑇train := 𝑇train ∪ 𝐷1 ∪ 𝐷2 ∪ 𝐷3) and train a model. By
doing so, we can obtain a model as shown in Fig. 3(a) Line 3, which,
unfortunately, deviates far from the ground truth model Line 2.

Our question is that: given candidate datasets, whether selecting
some data points will be better than using all?

Example 3. [Selected data points.] If we can select “good” data
points, such as {𝑟1} from 𝐷1, {𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠3} from 𝐷2, and {𝑡1, 𝑡4} from
𝐷3 as additional train data that are highlighted in Figs. 3(b–d), we
can use them in Fig. 3(a) (i.e., those annotated by green frames) and
train a model Line 4. Clearly, Line 4 is much closer, thus better than
Line 1 and Line 3, to the ground truth model Line 2.

Example 1 shows that more labeled data is needed. Example 2
tells us using all data points is not ideal. Example 3 shows it is more
beneficial to select some data points.

Challenges. There are two essential challenges. First, candidate
datasets may come from various data distributions that are different
from the desired data distribution of theML task, which is unknown.
Second, many data points in these candidate sets are not good w.r.t.
our ML task, which raises the challenge that how can we effectively
select and measure which new data points should be added.

Contributions. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
(1) Selective data acquisition in the wild for model charging.
We study the problem of automatic data acquisition for supervised
ML in a new setting where the supervised ML task does not have
enough train data, and it has access to the data in thewild (Section 2).
Note that datasets in the wild are heterogeneous and not all of data
points can help the task.

(2) A solution framework. We propose a solution framework (see
Fig. 1) that consists of two steps: dataset discovery that selects
candidate datasets and data points selection that selects data
points from these candidate datasets. (Section 3)
(3) AutoData with multi-armed bandit. We introduce a classi-
cal multi-armed bandit based solution to handle the exploration-
exploitation trade-off for AutoData. (Section 4)
(4) AutoData with Deep Q Network-based reinforcement learn-
ing (RL). Another effective model is to use Deep Q learning based
RL, which learns a neural network to approximate the Q-table (i.e., a
simple but huge lookup table that calculates the maximum expected
future rewards for action at each state) that decides which cluster
to select based on the current status. (Section 5)
(5) Evaluation. We conduct extensive experiment to show that
our methods can effectively select data points from different data
sources and improve the ML performance by maximum 14.8% and
8.3% on relational and image datasets, respectively. (Section 6)

2 PRELIMINARY
Supervised machine learning. We consider supervised ML as
training a model 𝑀 to learn a function 𝑓 () that maps an input to
an output based on example input-output pairs as 𝑓 : X → Y.

We use𝑀 (𝐴) to denote the model𝑀 that is trained with dataset
𝐴, and the notation𝑀 (𝐴, 𝐵) to denote the model𝑀 that is trained
with 𝐴 and is evaluated with dataset 𝐵.

Train/validation/test datasets. A set of labeled dataset 𝑇 is
typically split into three disjoint subsets as train/validation/test
(𝑇train/𝑇val/𝑇test). 𝑇test is completely held-out during training.

Data in the wild. We use the term data in the wild to generally
refer to all datasets that one can have access to, including data lakes,
data markets, online data repositories, enterprise data warehouses,
and so on. More specifically, for supervised ML, we consider it as a
set of datasets D = {𝐷1, . . . , 𝐷𝑚}, where 𝐷𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚]) is a set of
(data point, label) pairs.

Candidate datasets. The candidate datasets w.r.t. a supervised ML
task 𝑀 , denoted by D𝑐 , is a subset of D that contains datasets
“relevant” to𝑀 . For tabular data, the relevance typically means that
these candidate datasets have the same or highly overlapping rela-
tional schema with 𝑇train. For image data, the relevance typically
means that these candidate datasets contain images that have the
same labels (e.g., {cat, dog, bird, fish}) as 𝑇train.

Candidate data pool. The candidate data pool (or simply data
pool), denoted by P, is the union of all data points in the candidate
datasets, i.e., P =

⋃
(𝑥,𝑦) ∈𝐷𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ∈D𝑐 (𝑥,𝑦).

Selective data acquisition for model charging. Given a super-
vised ML task with a pre-specified model𝑀 , train/validation/test
datasets (𝑇train/𝑇val/𝑇test), and a candidate data pool P, the prob-
lem is to select a subset P∗ ⊂ P using 𝑇train and 𝑇val, such that
it can obtain the most performance improvement of the super-
vised ML task on𝑇test: P∗ = argmaxP′⊂P 𝑀 (𝑇train∪P ′,𝑇test)−
𝑀 (𝑇train,𝑇test).

Example 4. [Selective data acquisition.] Given an ML task of
training a regression model using𝑇train as shown in Fig. 2 and a data
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Ttrain
<latexit sha1_base64="ocvx7uJjpIJn6CRO5UMtdB+gOBk=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgqiS1oMuCG5cV+oK2hMl00g6dTMLMjVhCFm78FTcuFHHrR7jzb5y2WWjrgcs9nHMvM/f4seAaHOfbKmxsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0f28UlHR4mirE0jEameTzQTXLI2cBCsFytGQl+wrj+9mfvde6Y0j2QLZjEbhmQsecApASN5drnlpQNgD+AHyw6QgiJcZlnm2RWn6iyA14mbkwrK0fTsr8EooknIJFBBtO67TgzDlCjgVLCsNEg0iwmdkjHrGypJyPQwXRyR4XOjjHAQKVMS8EL9vZGSUOtZ6JvJkMBEr3pz8T+vn0BwPUy5jBNgki4fChKBIcLzRPCIK0ZBzAwhVHHzV0wnRBEKJreSCcFdPXmddGpV97Jau6tXGvU8jiIqozN0gVx0hRroFjVRG1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936WI4WrHznFP2B9fkDrAOZWg==</latexit>

Ttest
<latexit sha1_base64="EKpR24Sr/LIZqTv/7w5UamEcA30=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdBIvgqiRVsMuCG5cV+oI2lMn0ph06eTBzI5YQcOOvuHGhiFt/wp1/47TNQlsPXO7hnHuZuceLBVdo299GYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPzAPj9oqSiSDFotEJLseVSB4CC3kKKAbS6CBJ6DjTW5mfucepOJR2MRpDG5ARyH3OaOopYF50hykfYQH9PxFR0wRFGZZNjDLdsWew1olTk7KJEdjYH71hxFLAgiRCapUz7FjdFMqkTMBWamfKIgpm9AR9DQNaQDKTec3ZNa5VoaWH0ldIVpz9fdGSgOlpoGnJwOKY7XszcT/vF6Cfs1NeRgnCCFbPOQnwsLImgViDbkEhmKqCWWS679abEwlZahjK+kQnOWTV0m7WnEuK9W7q3K9lsdRJKfkjFwQh1yTOrklDdIijDySZ/JK3own48V4Nz4WowUj3zkmf2B8/gDuk5j2</latexit>

D1
<latexit sha1_base64="pgCOaZ6eHTSbGf9+dOK55nycPP4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqiRVsMuCLlxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTM3IglBPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnKZZaOuByz2ccy9z5/ix4Boc59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aOEkVZi0YiUl2faCa4ZC3gIFg3VoyEvmAdf3I98zsPTGkeyXuYxswLyUjygFMCRhrYx31gj+AHad4B0pssG7gDu+JUnRx4mbgFqaACzYH91R9GNAmZBCqI1j3XicFLiQJOBcvK/USzmNAJGbGeoZKETHtpfn6Gz4wyxEGkTEnAufp7IyWh1tPQN5MhgbFe9Gbif14vgaDupVzGCTBJ5w8FicAQ4VkWeMgVoyCmhhCquLkV0zFRhIJJrGxCcBe/vEzatap7Ua3dXVYa9SKOEjpBp+gcuegKNdAtaqIWoihFz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MR1esYucI/YH1+QMYJ5Yt</latexit>

D2
<latexit sha1_base64="YgugcKw2xsNWaH5LVDeFj4y4HOU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqiRVsMuCLlxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTM3IglBPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnKZZaOuByz2ccy9z5/ix4Boc59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aOEkVZi0YiUl2faCa4ZC3gIFg3VoyEvmAdf3I98zsPTGkeyXuYxswLyUjygFMCRhrYx31gj+AHad4B0pssG9QGdsWpOjnwMnELUkEFmgP7qz+MaBIyCVQQrXuuE4OXEgWcCpaV+4lmMaETMmI9QyUJmfbS/PwMnxlliINImZKAc/X3RkpCraehbyZDAmO96M3E/7xeAkHdS7mME2CSzh8KEoEhwrMs8JArRkFMDSFUcXMrpmOiCAWTWNmE4C5+eZm0a1X3olq7u6w06kUcJXSCTtE5ctEVaqBb1EQtRFGKntErerOerBfr3fqYj65Yxc4R+gPr8wcZq5Yu</latexit>

D3
<latexit sha1_base64="U+wUsH6xOwpHv0Kx6jnj37jl+wE=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEVyVpBbss6MJlBfuANoTJdNIOnTyYuRFLCPgrblwo4tbvcOffOE2z0NYDl3s4517mzvFiwRVY1rdRWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D8zDo66KEklZh0Yikn2PKCZ4yDrAQbB+LBkJPMF63vR67vcemFQ8Cu9hFjMnIOOQ+5wS0JJrngyBPYLnp3kHSG+yzG24ZtWqWTnwKrELUkUF2q75NRxFNAlYCFQQpQa2FYOTEgmcCpZVholiMaFTMmYDTUMSMOWk+fkZPtfKCPuR1BUCztXfGykJlJoFnp4MCEzUsjcX//MGCfhNJ+VhnAAL6eIhPxEYIjzPAo+4ZBTETBNCJde3YjohklDQiVV0CPbyl1dJt16zG7X63WW11SziKKNTdIYukI2uUAvdojbqIIpS9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHYrRkFDvH6A+Mzx8bL5Yv</latexit>

(a) Learned models using different train datasets

Line 2: Unseen ground truth

Line 1: Only use Ttrain
<latexit sha1_base64="HoGDQklzqXDM+1tWTzOq+55wMjo=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrEcvi0XwVJJa0GPBi8cK/YI2hM120y7dbMLuRFpC/ooXD4p49Y9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJrcJxva2t7Z3dvv3RQPjw6Pjm1zypdHaeKsg6NRaz6AdFMcMk6wEGwfqIYiQLBesH0fuH3npjSPJZtmCfMi8hY8pBTAkby7Urbz4bAZgCQgSJc5rlvV52aswTeJG5BqqhAy7e/hqOYphGTQAXReuA6CXgZUcCpYHl5mGqWEDolYzYwVJKIaS9b3p7jK6OMcBgrUxLwUv09kZFI63kUmM6IwESvewvxP2+QQnjnZVwmKTBJV4vCVGCI8SIIPOKKURBzQwhV3NyK6YQoQsHEVTYhuOsvb5Juvebe1OqPjWqzUcRRQhfoEl0jF92iJnpALdRBFM3QM3pFb1ZuvVjv1seqdcsqZs7RH1ifPyjslR8=</latexit>

Line 3: Use Ttrain, D1, D2, D3
<latexit sha1_base64="5r0ks3QBnrniJ5vST7zs1x6b/ng=">AAACQHicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAILqTMtAVdFnThskJf0JYhk2ba0ExmSO6IZZif5saf4M61GxeKuHVl+kC07YHA4Tv3kuR4keAabPvFyqytb2xuZbdzO7t7+wf5w6OmDmNFWYOGIlRtj2gmuGQN4CBYO1KMBJ5gLW90Pclb90xpHso6jCPWC8hAcp9TAga5+VbdTbrAHgAgAUW4TNMLPAWe/xvcpKnrrMal1bjs5gt20Z4KLxtnbgporpqbf+72QxoHTAIVROuOY0fQS4gCTgVLc91Ys4jQERmwjrGSBEz3kmkBKT4zpI/9UJkjAU/p342EBFqPA89MBgSGejGbwFVZJwb/qpdwGcXAJJ1d5McCQ4gnbeI+V4yCGBtDqOLmrZgOiSIUTOc5U4Kz+OVl0ywVnXKxdFcpVCvzOrLoBJ2ic+SgS1RFt6iGGoiiR/SK3tGH9WS9WZ/W12w0Y813jtE/Wd8/4ECy2g==</latexit>

Line 4: Use Ttrain
<latexit sha1_base64="HoGDQklzqXDM+1tWTzOq+55wMjo=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrEcvi0XwVJJa0GPBi8cK/YI2hM120y7dbMLuRFpC/ooXD4p49Y9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJrcJxva2t7Z3dvv3RQPjw6Pjm1zypdHaeKsg6NRaz6AdFMcMk6wEGwfqIYiQLBesH0fuH3npjSPJZtmCfMi8hY8pBTAkby7Urbz4bAZgCQgSJc5rlvV52aswTeJG5BqqhAy7e/hqOYphGTQAXReuA6CXgZUcCpYHl5mGqWEDolYzYwVJKIaS9b3p7jK6OMcBgrUxLwUv09kZFI63kUmM6IwESvewvxP2+QQnjnZVwmKTBJV4vCVGCI8SIIPOKKURBzQwhV3NyK6YQoQsHEVTYhuOsvb5Juvebe1OqPjWqzUcRRQhfoEl0jF92iJnpALdRBFM3QM3pFb1ZuvVjv1seqdcsqZs7RH1ifPyjslR8=</latexit>

and selected

City Year Area Security Swimming Pool Garage Price
r1 Bangalore 2017 1210 Yes Yes Yes 5,700,000
r2 Bangalore 2018 3340 Yes Yes No 30,000,000
r3 Bangalore 2016 2502 Yes Yes Yes 20,000,000
r4 Bangalore 2009 2293 Yes Yes No 9,630,000

<latexit sha1_base64="GnHR4JtJdf/Ka4ha7nuCsyzTG7k=">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</latexit>

(b) House price dataset from Bangalore (     ).D1
<latexit sha1_base64="pgCOaZ6eHTSbGf9+dOK55nycPP4=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqiRVsMuCLlxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTM3IglBPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnKZZaOuByz2ccy9z5/ix4Boc59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aOEkVZi0YiUl2faCa4ZC3gIFg3VoyEvmAdf3I98zsPTGkeyXuYxswLyUjygFMCRhrYx31gj+AHad4B0pssG7gDu+JUnRx4mbgFqaACzYH91R9GNAmZBCqI1j3XicFLiQJOBcvK/USzmNAJGbGeoZKETHtpfn6Gz4wyxEGkTEnAufp7IyWh1tPQN5MhgbFe9Gbif14vgaDupVzGCTBJ5w8FicAQ4VkWeMgVoyCmhhCquLkV0zFRhIJJrGxCcBe/vEzatap7Ua3dXVYa9SKOEjpBp+gcuegKNdAtaqIWoihFz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MR1esYucI/YH1+QMYJ5Yt</latexit>

City Year Area Security Resale Garden Gym Price
s1 Mumbai 2019 425 Yes Yes No No 5,500,000
s2 Mumbai 2013 720 No Yes No No 4,850,000
s3 Mumbai 2018 1060 Yes Yes Yes Yes 11,000,000
s4 Mumbai 2016 1680 Yes Yes No Yes 15,000,000

<latexit sha1_base64="r9c34DJGOvm4s8QYGyxf6/CrHV0=">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</latexit>

(c) House price dataset from Mumbai (     ).D2
<latexit sha1_base64="YgugcKw2xsNWaH5LVDeFj4y4HOU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgqiRVsMuCLlxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTM3IglBPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnKZZaOuByz2ccy9z5/ix4Boc59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aOEkVZi0YiUl2faCa4ZC3gIFg3VoyEvmAdf3I98zsPTGkeyXuYxswLyUjygFMCRhrYx31gj+AHad4B0pssG9QGdsWpOjnwMnELUkEFmgP7qz+MaBIyCVQQrXuuE4OXEgWcCpaV+4lmMaETMmI9QyUJmfbS/PwMnxlliINImZKAc/X3RkpCraehbyZDAmO96M3E/7xeAkHdS7mME2CSzh8KEoEhwrMs8JArRkFMDSFUcXMrpmOiCAWTWNmE4C5+eZm0a1X3olq7u6w06kUcJXSCTtE5ctEVaqBb1EQtRFGKntErerOerBfr3fqYj65Yxc4R+gPr8wcZq5Yu</latexit>

City Year Area 24 ⇥ 7 Security Intercom Price
t1 Delhi 2007 385 No No 3,300,000
t2 Delhi 2009 435 No Yes 2,500,000
t3 Delhi 2014 600 No No 12,500,000
t4 Delhi 2004 900 No No 5,800,000

<latexit sha1_base64="mh2hHMKE84gLgAIH5EVpuCHOZn4=">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</latexit>

(d) House price dataset from Delhi (     ).D3
<latexit sha1_base64="U+wUsH6xOwpHv0Kx6jnj37jl+wE=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEVyVpBbss6MJlBfuANoTJdNIOnTyYuRFLCPgrblwo4tbvcOffOE2z0NYDl3s4517mzvFiwRVY1rdRWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D8zDo66KEklZh0Yikn2PKCZ4yDrAQbB+LBkJPMF63vR67vcemFQ8Cu9hFjMnIOOQ+5wS0JJrngyBPYLnp3kHSG+yzG24ZtWqWTnwKrELUkUF2q75NRxFNAlYCFQQpQa2FYOTEgmcCpZVholiMaFTMmYDTUMSMOWk+fkZPtfKCPuR1BUCztXfGykJlJoFnp4MCEzUsjcX//MGCfhNJ+VhnAAL6eIhPxEYIjzPAo+4ZBTETBNCJde3YjohklDQiVV0CPbyl1dJt16zG7X63WW11SziKKNTdIYukI2uUAvdojbqIIpS9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHYrRkFDvH6A+Mzx8bL5Yv</latexit>

1

2

3

4

Unseen test data

Figure 3: Examples of models learned from different train datasets. (b) (c) and (d) are three candidate datasets 𝐷1, 𝐷2, and 𝐷3,
respectively. In (a), each line represents an ML model, where each point in the line represents a predicted value based on a set
of features. Line 1 is a model learned only with 𝑇train; Line 2 is the ideal but unknown ground truth w.r.t. 𝑇test; Line 3 uses
𝑇train and all data points from candidate datasets (i.e., 𝑇train ∪ 𝐷1 ∪ 𝐷2 ∪ 𝐷3); Line 4 uses 𝑇train and selected data points.

pool P that consists of all data points of {𝐷1, 𝐷2, 𝐷3} in Fig. 3, the
problem is to select good data points, such as those data points with
green frames as shown in Fig. 3(a), which will result in Line 4.

3 A SOLUTION FRAMEWORK
3.1 Dataset Discovery
As shown in Fig. 1, the first step, namely data discovery, is to
discover datasets that are relevant to the given ML task. In this
work, we mainly support relational and image datasets.

For tables, there have been many works on dataset discovery on
data lakes [16, 34, 35, 38]. Most of them need to host a server locally
to store and index datasets [16, 34, 35]. Instead, we adopt a more
flexible and extensible strategy that uses Web APIs for this purpose.
More specifically, by default, we use NYUAuctus RESTAPI [38] that
supports the search of “unionable tables” which have significant
attribute overlap with the table 𝑇train. Google and Kaggle only
support keyword based dataset search, and wrappers for schema
alignment are needed to select candidate datasets. Moreover, if the
selected datasets do not have an aligned attribute with 𝑇train, we
use NULL values for this attribute.

For image datasets, we can either search images in public bench-
marks (e.g., ImageNet) or use Web APIs (e.g., Google, Azure, or
Baidu) by specifying a label (e.g., cat, dog, or bird).

3.2 Data Point Selection
3.2.1 Modeling Heterogeneous Datasets. Note that these can-
didate datasets come from different sources andmay follow different
data distributions. A common practice of modeling such heteroge-
neous datasets is data clustering, such that the data points in each
cluster are similar (or “homogeneous”).

Next, we will first show that keeping data points in their original
dataset is not ideal, followed by discussing what will be a good
clustering strategy.

Keeping in original datasets. A straightforward way is to keep
each data point in its original dataset and acquire data from each

Figure 4: From candidate datasets to clusters.

dataset, which can be seen as clustering data points based on the
datasets they come from.

Example 5. [Keeping in original datasets.] Consider the three
datasets 𝐷1, 𝐷2, and 𝐷3 in Fig. 3. If we keep data points by datasets,
we will get three groups, each per dataset.

Fig. 4(a) depicts that the feature spaces of different data points
from different datasets may highly overlap. Evidently, deciding
which dataset is helpful might be very hard, because only a small
subset from each dataset might help. Therefore, we do not target at
which datasets are helpful; instead, we aim at finding which data
points are helpful, for which we need to model all data points in a
more fine-grained manner than using datasets.

Naturally, we need clustering algorithms that can automatically
partition all data points into a number of distinct groups that data
points within groups are similar and across groups are dissimilar.
We have evaluated several common clustering methods such as
Multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [17], DBSCAN [15]
andMean-Shift [10] (see more details in Section 6.4). We empirically
found that GMM is a robust choice and thus we use GMM by
default. Note that practitioners or domain experts can decide which
clustering methods to use for specific datasets and tasks.

Multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). GMM is a prob-
abilistic model for representing the presence of subpopulations
within an overall population, i.e., the data pool in our problem.
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Similar data points can be clustered automatically as a subpopula-
tion modeled by a Gaussian distribution, and multiple clusters (i.e.,
subpopulations) constitute the GMM.

Formally, GMM takes as input P and uses Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm [14] to compute the Probability Distri-
bution Function (PDF) of data in P, i.e., 𝑝 (𝑥) = ∑𝑔

𝑖=1 𝜋𝑖𝑝𝑖 (𝑥 ; `𝑖 , Σ𝑖 ),
where 𝑥 denotes each input object in P. More specifically:
(1) 𝑔 is the number of Gaussian distributions, the #-clusters;
(2) Each subpopulation 𝑝𝑖 (`𝑖 , Σ𝑖 ) corresponds to a cluster, denoted
by 𝐶𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑔]).
(3) ∀𝑥 ∈ P, we compute the posterior probability that 𝑥 belongs to
each cluster (the probability can be obtained from the results of EM
algorithm), and assign 𝑥 to the cluster with the highest probability.

Fortunately, a good number 𝑔 can be set automatically by mini-
mizing Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [1] of points in P.

Example 6. [Clustering by GMM.] Fig. 4(b) shows the five clusters
{𝐶1,𝐶2,𝐶3,𝐶4,𝐶5} that are computed by GMM over all data points
in {𝐷1, 𝐷2, 𝐷3}. Each cluster may contain data points from different
datasets, e.g.,,𝐶1 contains one data point from𝐷2 and two data points
from 𝐷3.

As shown in Example 6, after we use GMM to generate clusters
𝐶𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1, 5]), as well as their parameters to represent the data
in P, the data points in each cluster are relatively homogeneous.
Thus, in the following of this paper, we will devise solutions based
on the clusters computed by GMM.

AutoData: Iterative data point selection from clusters.
AutoData takes train 𝑇train, validation 𝑇val, a candidate data pool
P of data points that are modeled as clusters C = {𝐶1, . . . ,𝐶𝑛}, and
a pre-defined model𝑀 as input. It iteratively interacts with these
clusters and modifies the train data with the following operations:
selecting a mini-batch as new train data, re-training the model𝑀
by adding the new mini-batch, evaluating the benefit of this new
mini-batch, deleting a mini-batch if it is not good, and updating the
search criteria based on the feedback of model evaluation.

The above iterative process will terminate when some pre-
specified stopping criteria is met (e.g., at most 30 iterations, or
at most 30 minutes, or the model has converged).

4 MULTI-ARMED BANDIT FOR AUTODATA

4.1 Bridging MAB and AutoData

Multi-armed bandit (MAB).MAB [53] is a simple yet powerful
algorithmic framework that makes decisions over time under uncer-
tainty. It considers 𝑁 possible actions to choose from; pulling each
possible action is also known as an arm. It models an agent that si-
multaneously attempts to acquire new knowledge (i.e., exploration)
and optimize their decisions based on existing knowledge (i.e., ex-
ploitation). The agent attempts to balance these competing tasks to
maximize their total values over the period of time considered.

Bridging MAB and AutoData. There is a natural connection be-
tween MAB and AutoData. More concretely, we have 𝑔 clusters,
where each cluster can be considered as an arm. During each it-
eration, we need to select a cluster (i.e., pull an arm) and then
sample a mini-batch from this selected cluster. We use stratified
sampling [39] to sample from the mini-batch. It further divides the

cluster into several subgroups before sampling based on the occur-
rence likelihood of data points, and simple random sampling can be
applied within each stratum. Note that other sampling methods like
uniform random sampling, systematic sampling and cluster sam-
pling can also be used [39]. Then, a reward or a penalty needs to be
calculated based on the selected mini-batch, depending on whether
it increases or decreases the model performance. The method needs
to balance the choices between selecting the clusters that currently
achieve high rewards (i.e., exploitation) and the clusters that are
rarely selected (i.e., exploration).

4.2 Solving AutoData with MAB
In order to apply MAB to our studied problem, we need to decide
how to quantify the reward or penalty, and what is the strategy to
balance exploration-exploitation. Let’s start by defining the distance
between clusters, which are used to compute reward/penalty scores.

Distance between clusters. Recall that each cluster corresponds to
a Gaussian distribution (defined in Section 3.2), we useWasserstein
distance to compute the distance between any other two clusters
𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶 𝑗 , which is defined as:

𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶 𝑗 )=𝑊 (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝 𝑗 )=
`𝑖−` 𝑗 22+tr(Σ𝑖+Σ 𝑗 −2(Σ

1
2
𝑗
Σ𝑖Σ

1
2
𝑗
)
1
2 ) (1)

where 𝑝𝑖 = (`𝑖 , Σ𝑖 ) and 𝑝 𝑗 = (` 𝑗 , Σ 𝑗 ) are the Gaussian Distributions
(i.e.,means and covariance matrices) of𝐶𝑖 and𝐶 𝑗 , respectively; and
tr is used to compute the trace (i.e., the sum of the elements on
the main diagonal) of the matrix. Wasserstein is a symmetric dis-
tance function, i.e., 𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶 𝑗 ) = 𝑑 (𝐶 𝑗 ,𝐶𝑖 ). Other symmetric distance
functions can also be used. The distance 𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶 𝑗 ) is normalized to
[0, 1], where 0 means𝐶𝑖 and𝐶 𝑗 follow the same distribution, and 1
means that they are far away from each other.

N(𝐶𝑖 ) denotes the neighbors of 𝐶𝑖 , relative to a threshold 𝜏 as
all clusters in C whose distances to 𝐶𝑖 are less than 𝜏 , i.e., ∀𝐶 ∈
N (𝐶𝑖 ), 𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶) < 𝜏 . Naturally, 𝐶𝑖 ∈ N (𝐶𝑖 ).
Reward/penalty score at one iteration. Intuitively, a score
should be given to a cluster if it is selected, and a sampled mini-
batch from it can change the model performance. More precisely,
when it increases the performance, we call it reward, and when it
decreases the performance, we call it penalty.

To this purpose, we first measure the performance difference
between two models if a mini-batch 𝐵 (with size 𝑏) is added to the
currently train dataset 𝑇train,𝑀 (𝑇train) and𝑀 (𝑇train ∪ 𝐵), both
being evaluated using the validation dataset 𝑇val: Δ = 𝑀 (𝑇train ∪
𝐵,𝑇val) −𝑀 (𝑇train,𝑇val). Let cluster 𝐶𝑖 be the cluster where 𝐵 is
sampled from. If Δ is positive (resp. negative), we need to award
(resp. penalize) 𝐶𝑖 . Moreover, we empirically found that it is also
beneficial to reward or penalize the neighbors N(𝐶𝑖 ) of 𝐶𝑖 . Con-
cretely, if 𝐶𝑖 is selected, we compute score 𝑟 𝑗 for 𝐶 𝑗 as:

• 𝑟 𝑗 = Δ × (1 − 𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶 𝑗 )/𝜏), if 𝐶 𝑗 ∈ N (𝐶𝑖 )
• 𝑟 𝑗 = 0, if 𝐶 𝑗 ∉ N(𝐶𝑖 )

That is, if Δ > 0, all clusters in N(𝐶𝑖 ) will be rewarded; other-
wise, if Δ < 0, all clusters in N(𝐶𝑖 ) will be penalized. There is no
reward/penalty for any cluster that is far from𝐶𝑖 (i.e.,𝐶 𝑗 ∉ N(𝐶𝑖 )).

Example 7. [Score.] Consider clusters in Fig. 4(b). Assume that
N(𝐶1) = {𝐶1,𝐶2}, N(𝐶2) = {𝐶1,𝐶2,𝐶5}, N(𝐶3) = {𝐶3,𝐶4,𝐶5},
N(𝐶4) = {𝐶3,𝐶4}, and N(𝐶5) = {𝐶2,𝐶3,𝐶5}.
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Let 𝐵 be a mini-batch selected from 𝐶1 and Δ = 𝑀 (𝑇train ∪ 𝐵) −
𝑀 (𝑇train) = 0.1. Since Δ > 0, we need to reward all clusters that are
neighbors of 𝐶1, i.e., {𝐶1,𝐶2}. Let 𝑑 (𝐶2,𝐶1) = 0.1, 𝜏 = 0.5, then,

• 𝑟1 = Δ × (1 − 0) = 0.1 × 1 = 0.1, and
• 𝑟2 = Δ × (1 − 0.1/0.5) = 0.1 × (1 − 0.2) = 0.08, and
• 𝑟3, 𝑟4, 𝑟5 are 0, because {𝐶3,𝐶4,𝐶5} are not in N(𝐶1).

In the following, 𝑟𝑘
𝑗
denotes the score of 𝐶 𝑗 at iteration 𝑘 .

Algorithm 1: A UCB-based MAB Algorithm
Input: clusters C,𝑇train,𝑇val,𝑀 , 𝜏 , total iterations k
Output: updated𝑇train.
for each𝐶𝑖 ∈ C do1

Compute N(𝐶𝑖 ) based on 𝜏 ;2

𝑅0
𝑖
= 0, 𝑛0

𝑖
= 0,𝑈 0

𝑖
= 0,𝑇 0

train = 𝑇train;3

for 𝑘 from 1 to k do4

𝐶𝑖 = Select the cluster with the largest UCB value;5

𝐵𝑖 = A mini-batch sampled from𝐶𝑖 ;6

Δ = 𝑀 (𝑇𝑘−1
train ∪ 𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇val) −𝑀 (𝑇𝑘−1

train,𝑇val) ;7

if Δ > 0 then8

𝑇𝑘
train = 𝑇𝑘−1

train ∪ 𝐵𝑖 ;9

for each𝐶 𝑗 ∈ N(𝐶𝑖 ) do10

𝑟𝑘
𝑗
= Δ · (1 − 𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶 𝑗 )

𝜏
) ;11

Update 𝑅𝑘
𝑗
and𝑈 𝑘

𝑗
;12

return𝑇 k
train;13

Aggregated reward/penalty scores for multiple iterations. Be-
cause the process for selective data acquisition is iterative with mul-
tiple iterations, we need to define the aggregated reward/penalty
scores correspondingly.

Let 𝑅𝑘
𝑖
be the aggregated score of cluster 𝐶𝑖 from iteration 1 to

𝑘 . Let 𝑅𝑘
𝑖
= 1

𝑛𝑘
𝑖

∑𝑘
𝑗=1 𝑟

𝑗
𝑖
, where 𝑟 𝑗

𝑖
is score of cluster 𝐶𝑖 at iteration

𝑗 , and 𝑛𝑘
𝑖
is the total number of times that cluster 𝐶𝑖 was assigned

non-zeros scores from iterations 1 to 𝑘 .
Next we use an example to illustrate the computation of 𝑛𝑘

𝑖
.

Example 8. [Computing 𝑛𝑘
𝑖
.] Consider three iterations: a mini-

batch from cluster 𝐶1 is selected at iteration 1; a mini-batch from 𝐶2
is selected at iteration 2; a mini-batch from 𝐶4 is selected at iteration
3. All 𝑛0

𝑖
is initialized 0 at iteration 0.

[Iteration 1.] Because 𝐶1 is selected and N(𝐶1) = {𝐶1,𝐶2} (see Ex-
ample 7), 𝑛11 = 1 and 𝑛12 = 1.

[Iteration 2.] Because 𝐶2 is selected and N(𝐶2) = {𝐶1,𝐶2,𝐶5}, the
numbers for𝐶1,𝐶2, and𝐶5 will be incremented by 1, i.e.,𝑛21 = 1+1 = 2,
𝑛22 = 2, and 𝑛25 = 1.

[Iteration 3.] Because 𝐶4 is selected and N(𝐶4) = {𝐶3,𝐶4}, the num-
bers for 𝐶3 and 𝐶4 will be incremented by 1, resulting in 𝑛33 = 1 and
𝑛34 = 1. While the numbers for other clusters will not be affects, i.e.,
𝑛31 = 2, 𝑛32 = 2, and 𝑛35 = 1.

A crude exploitation-only method is to select the cluster 𝐶𝑖
with the largest 𝑅𝑘

𝑖
at iteration 𝑘 . Clearly, this can easily result in

local optimum, because it misses the exploration attempt for rarely
selected but possibly helpful clusters.

Upper Confidence Bounds (UCB) based solution. A popular
strategy to combine “exploration” with “exploitation” is to use
UCB-based solutions [2]. UCB estimates the score if a cluster is
selected and we acquire data points from the cluster. At a high level,
the score is computed by the summation of an exploration and an
exploitation score. The less frequently a cluster is picked, the higher
the exploration score. The higher reward the cluster has obtained,
the higher the exploitation score. Hence, a combination of the two
scores used by UCB-based method can well handle the exploration-
exploitation trade-off. Specifically, for each 𝐶𝑖 , at iteration 𝑘 :

𝑈𝐶𝐵 (𝐶𝑖 , 𝑘) = 𝑈 𝑘
𝑖 = 𝑅𝑘

𝑖 + 𝛼

√︃
2 ln𝑛𝑘/(𝑛𝑘

𝑖
+ 1) (2)

where 𝛼 is a pre-defined parameter and 𝑛𝑘 is the sum of 𝑛𝑘
𝑖
for all

clusters at iteration 𝑘 (i.e., 𝑛𝑘 =
∑
𝑖∈1,𝑔 𝑛

𝑘
𝑖
and 𝑔 is the total number

of clusters). In Eq. 2, the former part (𝑅𝑘
𝑖
) refers to the exploitation,

which means that we will focus more on the cluster in which some
data points have resulted in much performance improvement. The

latter part (
√︃
2 ln𝑛𝑘/(𝑛𝑘

𝑖
+ 1)) refers to the exploration, i.e., focusing

more on the clusters that are rarely picked.
Consider Example 8: at iteration 1, 𝑛1 =

∑
𝑖∈[1,5] 𝑛

1
𝑖
= 1 + 1 + 0 +

0 + 0 = 2; at iteration 2, 𝑛2 =
∑
𝑖∈[1,5] 𝑛

2
𝑖
= 2 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 5; and

at iteration 3, 𝑛3 =
∑
𝑖∈[1,5] 𝑛

3
𝑖
= 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 7.

At iteration 𝑘 , we select cluster𝐶𝑖 with the maximum UCB value,
i.e.,𝑈 𝑘

𝑖
≥ 𝑈 𝑘

𝑗
for any 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑔].

Algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows the overall process of the UCB-
based solution. It first initializes the algorithm (lines 1-3). At each
iteration (lines 4–12), it selects the cluster with the largest UCB
value (line 5), and samples a mini-batch from the selected cluster
(line 6). It then evaluates the selected mini-batch by re-training the
model (line 7). It will add the mini-batch to the train dataset only
if it can cause a reward (lines 8–9). It then updates the reward or
penalty for neighbors of the selected cluster (line 11), as well as the
aggregated reward/penalty scores and UCB values (line 12). Finally,
it returns the updated train dataset (line 13).

Let’s better illustrate Algorithm 1 using an example.

Example 9. [UCB for AutoData.] Fig. 5 is 3 iterations.
[Initialization: Fig. 5(a).] There are five clusters. It initializes 𝑅0

𝑖
, 𝑟0

𝑖

and 𝑈 0
𝑖
as 0 for all clusters. Let 𝜏 = 0.5, the threshold for deciding

whether two clusters are neighbors, and 𝛼 = 0.05, the parameter in
Equation 2 for computing UCB values. Each mini-batch contains two
data points.

[Iteration 1: Fig. 5(b).] At this point, all clusters have the same UCB
values, so we randomly select one cluster, say 𝐶1. After sampling a
mini-batch from 𝐶1 and re-training the model, we observe that the
model performance improves by 1%. Hence, Δ = 0.01 and we will add
this mini-batch to 𝑇 0

train as 𝑇
1
train.

Suppose N(𝐶1) = {𝐶1,𝐶2} and 𝑑 (𝐶2,𝐶1) = 0.1, then:
• 𝑟11 = Δ = 0.01, 𝑟21 = Δ × (1 − 0.1/0.5) = 0.008;
• 𝑅11 = 𝑅10 + 𝑟

1
1 = 0.01, 𝑅21 = 𝑅20 + 𝑟

2
1 = 0.008;

• 𝑛11 = 𝑛12 = 1, 𝑛1 = 𝑛11 + 𝑛
1
2 + 1 = 2;

• 𝑈 1
1 = 𝑅11 + 𝛼

√︃
(2 × ln𝑛1)/(𝑛11 + 1) = 0.052, 𝑈 1

2 = 𝑅12 +

𝛼

√︃
(2 × ln𝑛1)/(𝑛12 + 1) = 0.050,𝑈 1

3 ,𝑈
1
4 ,𝑈

1
5 = 0.059.
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Figure 5: A running example of UCB-based MAB algorithm.

[Iteration 2.] In this iteration, it randomly selects one from those with
the largest UCB values (i.e., {𝐶3,𝐶4,𝐶5} because their UCB values
are 0.059 after the 1st iteration), say 𝐶5 is picked. After re-training
and evaluation, we observe a model performance decrease of 1%. We
will not add this mini-batch to the train data, i.e., 𝑇 2

train = 𝑇 1
train.

Suppose N(𝐶5) = {𝐶2,𝐶3,𝐶5}, 𝑑 (𝐶5,𝐶2) = 0.3 and 𝑑 (𝐶5,𝐶3) =
0.25. All values are updated similar to above.

[Iteration 3.] In this iteration, it will pick 𝐶4, the one with the largest
UCB value after the 2nd iteration. After re-training and evaluation,
we observe a model performance increase of 2%. It will add this mini-
batch as 𝑇 3

train and update all values.

Example 9 shows how the UCB-based MAB solution works
for AutoData. Moreover, it illustrates the exploitation-exploration
trade-off. For example, even if at iteration 1, it observes a perfor-
mance increase using a mini-batch sampled from𝐶1, it still explores
other clusters at the next iteration.
Remark. When there are several clusters having the same UCB
values, what is described above is to randomly pick one. Another
intuitive option is to pick the one whose distance is the closest to
𝑇train, which is a more conservative choice.

5 DQN-BASED RL FOR AUTODATA
The above MAB-based solution leverages a heuristic search method
to retrieve data based on the human-provided criteria with fixed
parameters, which is not generalizable enough and hard to reach
the optimal solution. DQN-based RL is a more powerful and robust
framework in such a dynamic setting.

5.1 Bridging RL and AutoData

Reinforcement learning (RL) is anML paradigmwhere an agent
learns from the feedback by trial-and-error interactions with the
environment. A typical example is the AlphaGo [48] where the
agent considers the current state (i.e., the board situation in the
Go game), and then predicts the next optimal action (i.e., where the
next piece goes on the board) because the action can bring about
the highest reward, i.e., the largest probability to win the game.

Bridging RL and AutoData. As discussed in Section 3.2, selective
data acquisition needs to (1) update the search criteria, and (2)
get feedback from evaluating the new mini-batch. Hence, there is
a natural connection between RL and AutoData for the problem
of selective data acquisition. The train data 𝑇train at the current
iteration is considered as the state. The action represents whether
to select and keep/drop a mini-batch of new train data, decided
by an agent. The environment will re-train the model so as to
evaluate the benefit of keeping/dropping a mini-batch, based on
which a reward will be calculated.

5.2 Solving AutoData with RL

State 𝑠𝑘 represents the situation of the train data𝑇𝑘
train at the 𝑘-th

training iteration in each episode. Different from the MAB solution,
we take the data distribution of 𝑇𝑘

train into account and encode it
as the state, for more fine-grained optimization.

Recall that 𝑔 is the number of clusters, i.e., 𝑔 = |C|. We can map
each data point𝑂 ∈ 𝑇𝑘

train to a 𝑔-dimensional vector. Moreover, let
𝑝𝑖
𝑂
be the probability that 𝑂 will be in 𝐶𝑖 , and thus each data point

corresponds to a probability vector with length𝑔. In this way, the 𝑠𝑘

can be represented as a |𝑇𝑘
train | ×𝑔matrix. It has two limitations. (1)

At every iteration the size of𝑇𝑘
train changes, so does the dimension

of 𝑠𝑘 , which is difficult for a neural network to train. (2) The matrix
can be large, so the model training is hard to converge. To address
the limitations, we need a representation of the state that has a
fixed and relatively small size.
(1) [Initialization.] Initialize𝐺𝑖 as an empty set ∅ (𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑔]), which
denotes the set of train data in 𝑇𝑘

train that should belong to 𝐶𝑖 .

(2) [Partition train data.] For each data point 𝑂 ∈ 𝑇𝑘
train, we com-

pute the most likely cluster that it should belong to (e.g., cluster
𝐶 𝑗 ), and then add 𝑂 to 𝐺 𝑗 as 𝐺 𝑗 = 𝐺 𝑗 ∪ {𝑂}. After doing this for
all data points in 𝑇𝑘

train, 𝐺1, . . . ,𝐺𝑔 are partitions of 𝑇𝑘
train.

(3) [Representation of state.]We compute the mean (`𝐺𝑖
) and covari-

ance (Σ𝐺𝑖
) of each𝐺𝑖 , and use the triple (`𝐺𝑖

, Σ𝐺𝑖
, |𝐺𝑖 |) to represent
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C1<latexit sha1_base64="3I7LhlkMkYPtmrhVcNo4g7RMGhc=">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</latexit>

c2
<latexit sha1_base64="fUXvyyv6OxJYM91n+hBDavHwqUc=">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</latexit>

c3
<latexit sha1_base64="wGlmXTEfPXdJys2Hrx6oUkDvVC4=">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</latexit>

c4
<latexit sha1_base64="pDH/aeyQTPrh9oH5rxhPHJaRsXE=">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</latexit>

c5
<latexit sha1_base64="oUJ4XPWZAhbXfXnnlPey1cdykUs=">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</latexit>

-

i=1

Addci
<latexit sha1_base64="ulKchSlrav5LetiHpwlqkW/MpoE=">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</latexit>

0

Del

1

i=2 0

0i=3

0

0

i=4

0

-

i=5 0

rk = 1%
<latexit sha1_base64="TEyux0dsdgF6fnJ0WXskHFqOEVU=">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</latexit>

Memory 
Pool

1

0

2

0

1

⌃1
<latexit sha1_base64="Kafihkr49KIpoQlrCaEycgpeP64=">AAADMHicjVLLSsQwFD3W93vUpQjFQXA1tCroUnTjUtFRwZGhjXEM9kWSCsPgyq9xqz+jK3GnfoR4E6P4wEdK25tz7znJSW5cJELpILjt8rp7evv6BwaHhkdGx8YrE5O7Ki8l43WWJ7ncjyPFE5HxuhY64fuF5FEaJ3wvPl03+b0zLpXIsx3dLvhhGrUycSxYpAlqVmYa26KVRs1OQzEpCu2+up1wPzxvVqpBLbDD/x6ELqjCjc288owGjpCDoUQKjgya4gQRFD0HCBGgIOwQHcIkRcLmOc4xRNySqjhVRISe0rdFswOHZjQ3msqyGa2S0CuJ6WOOODnVSYrNar7Nl1bZoD9pd6ym2Vub/rHTSgnVOCH0L95b5X95xovGMVasB0GeCosYd8yplPZUzM79D640KRSEmfiI8pJiZplv5+xbjrLezdlGNv9gKw1q5szVlnj81V1Mqj/fSOfdqab9mXtQppraJfzaHN+D3YVauFhb2Fqqrq65xhnANGYxT92xjFVsYBN1Wu0Cl7jCtXfl3Xh33v1rqdflOFP4NLynF0bvrUM=</latexit>

µ1
<latexit sha1_base64="ioDyJlyPF4DwCYIFi2unAnFTKps=">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</latexit>

µ3
<latexit sha1_base64="xvJdMJmGHivz7yTX0OlsIGB3Tzg=">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</latexit>

µ5
<latexit sha1_base64="Bp1FKiic41vHRQLvJXocEuWqI2I=">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</latexit>

⌃5
<latexit sha1_base64="/CeYdQUuNS4z0QT9cvfBUK023pk=">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</latexit>

⌃3
<latexit sha1_base64="1LU1CYSZsdYVjKgAa3dCL2nnz+c=">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</latexit>

µ2
<latexit sha1_base64="/oHxheb2qv47CzzUqSzuv0KjhqA=">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</latexit>

µ4
<latexit sha1_base64="USf2d5zNuOEfmXJb49L+01kzAzM=">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</latexit>

⌃4
<latexit sha1_base64="Msp8Xe32mH39S5R3fvkfjCUcvOk=">AAADMHicjVLLSgMxFD2O73fVpQiDRXBVpiroUnTjUtFWwUqZibEG50WSEUpx5de41Z/RlbhTP0K8ian4wEeGmbk5956TnORGeSyUDoK7Hq+3r39gcGh4ZHRsfGKyNDVdV1khGa+xLM7kQRQqHouU17TQMT/IJQ+TKOb70dmmye+fc6lElu7pds6PkrCVihPBQk1QszTX2BWtJGx2GopJkWv31e2Y+ysXzVI5qAR2+N+DqgvKcGM7K72ggWNkYCiQgCOFpjhGCEXPIaoIkBN2hA5hkiJh8xwXGCFuQVWcKkJCz+jbotmhQ1OaG01l2YxWiemVxPSxQJyM6iTFZjXf5gurbNCftDtW0+ytTf/IaSWEapwS+hevW/lfnvGicYI160GQp9wixh1zKoU9FbNz/4MrTQo5YSY+prykmFlm95x9y1HWuznb0OYfbaVBzZy52gJPv7qLSPXnG+m8O9W0P3MPylRTu1S/Nsf3oL5UqS5XlnZWyusbrnGGMIt5LFJ3rGIdW9hGjVa7xBWuceNde7fevffwVur1OM4MPg3v+RVO/K1G</latexit>

⌃2
<latexit sha1_base64="M0k6gPbVG00PGpOM5w26OkAKKO8=">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</latexit>

3⌃0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="2dx0P10lyWs7oAoiM4y1oKFJV4E=">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</latexit>

µ0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="vOOxeOLulbqANj6smXT07JlS9Po=">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</latexit>

Model Performance Model Performance

+1%

sk
<latexit sha1_base64="QYJgMT9bI6FfJ+oGodYtbzpJ6J0=">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</latexit>

ak
<latexit sha1_base64="9yT8eg5hB/aihmx2B3vXbZrZ0hU=">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</latexit>

1

Sk+1
<latexit sha1_base64="K5tG2P7azcTrR4RFHxVen9nK2YQ=">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</latexit>

G1
<latexit sha1_base64="5CuipRM4v+p9Kul8NFVGdSSXqz0=">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</latexit>

G1
<latexit sha1_base64="5CuipRM4v+p9Kul8NFVGdSSXqz0=">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</latexit>

G1
<latexit sha1_base64="5CuipRM4v+p9Kul8NFVGdSSXqz0=">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</latexit>

G1
<latexit sha1_base64="5CuipRM4v+p9Kul8NFVGdSSXqz0=">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</latexit>

G2
<latexit sha1_base64="dKYy6nwyXKv/ZKjKiSRYcbOWGWI=">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</latexit>

G3
<latexit sha1_base64="L3SnPflclKxeoDS2dnHZMQYGlqs=">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</latexit>

G3
<latexit sha1_base64="L3SnPflclKxeoDS2dnHZMQYGlqs=">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</latexit>

G3
<latexit sha1_base64="L3SnPflclKxeoDS2dnHZMQYGlqs=">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</latexit>

G4
<latexit sha1_base64="Q+fkwKpiVAmBnS/ufyIl6MYq//Y=">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</latexit>
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Figure 6: A running example of DQN-based RL solution.

𝐺𝑖 . Suppose that each data point has𝑚 attributes, and thus the di-
mension of Σ𝐺𝑖

(`𝐺𝑖
) is𝑚2 (𝑚). Hence, the representation of state

𝑠𝑘 has size 𝑂 (𝑚2) × 𝑔. Dimensionality reduction techniques [52]
can be utilized if the matrix is too large.

Example 10. [State.] As shown in Fig. 6, to represent the state, we
map data objects in 𝑇𝑘

train(with four objects) to the data pool P. And
we can see that there are one data point in 𝐺1, one in 𝐺5, and two in
𝐺3 (➊). Therefore, we compute the means and covariance matrices for
these three sets of data. For𝐺2 and𝐺4, since there is no data here, we
fill the vectors and covariance matrices with zeroes. Then we obtain
the state encoding 𝑠𝑘 of current 𝑇𝑘

train (➋).

Action 𝑎𝑘 . For each cluster, we have two choices, either to sample
a new mini-batch from it, or to delete a mini-batch of data points
selected from this cluster in previous iterations. There are𝑔 clusters,
so there are totally 2×𝑔 possible actions. Note that, if all data points
of a cluster have been added, we will mask out the action acquiring
from the cluster.

Example 11. [Action.] Given the state 𝑠𝑘 , the agent uses the 𝑄-
network to select an action to be executed next. At a high level, we
have two options for each 𝐶𝑖 , i.e., add a mini-batch of data from 𝐶𝑖
to 𝑇train or delete a mini-batch of data points that are previously
selected from𝐶𝑖 . Thus, the action space is 2×𝑔, i.e., 10 in the example.
But note that not every action is valid, e.g., there is no data belonging
to 𝐶2 and 𝐶4, so the actions “delete 𝐶2” and “delete 𝐶4” are masked.
Suppose that the agent chooses the action “add 𝐶1” and sends this
action to the environment (➌).

Reward 𝑟𝑘 is calculated through the performance difference of the
ML model between the (𝑘 − 1)-th iteration and 𝑘-th iteration, i.e.,
𝑀 (𝑇𝑘

train,𝑇val) −𝑀 (𝑇𝑘−1
train,𝑇val).

Example 12. [Reward.] Continue with Example 11, a mini-batch is
sampled from𝐶1 (➍) and added to𝑇𝑘

train. Then the model is retrained
and obtain 1% improvement (➎), which is regarded as the reward 𝑟𝑘 .

State update. After an action is applied, 𝑇train will change, and
thus the state will be updated. Note that we acquire data points
from a single cluster (e.g.,𝐶𝑖 ) or delete from𝐺𝑖 , so in each iteration,

we just need to update a small part of state representation, i.e., the
triple of 𝐺𝑖 .

Example 13. [State update.] Following Example 12, the state will
be updated after data points from 𝐶1 are acquired, i.e., changing the
mean, covariance matrix and the number of data points of𝐺1. Then
new state 𝑠𝑘+1 and reward 𝑟𝑘 (➏, for updating the 𝑄-network) will
be sent to the agent for the (𝑖 + 1)-th iteration (➐).

Environment encodes the train dataset as state by capturing the
data distribution. Besides, given an action, it adds (resp. deletes) a
mini-batch of data to (resp. from) the train dataset and re-trains the
model. Furthermore, environment evaluates the reward and sends
it as a reinforcement signal to agent.

Agent takes into account the situation of the current train dataset
(i.e., current state), and chooses an action according to the reward
estimation of the expected long-term reward. After receiving the
reward of each iteration, the agent uses the memory pool to manage
these experiences and conducts the learning process.

Vanilla 𝑄-learning. The typical RL framework is 𝑄-learning [50],
which is based on 𝑄-function. 𝑄-function can be viewed as a state-
action value function of a policy 𝜋 , namely𝑄-value and denoted by
𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎). It measures the expected long-term rewards obtained from
state 𝑠 by taking action 𝑎 first and following policy 𝜋 thereafter.
We aim at selecting the optimal action that leads to the largest
long-term reward by Bellman optimality equation, i.e., 𝑄∗ (𝑠, 𝑎) =
E[𝑟 + 𝛾 max′𝑎 𝑄∗ (𝑠 ′, 𝑎′)], where 𝑟 is the immediate reward, 𝛾 is
the discount factor and 𝑄∗ (𝑠 ′, 𝑎′) denotes the following optimal
𝑄-value from the next state 𝑠 ′. A vanilla 𝑄-learning approach uses
a 𝑄-table [20] to store the 𝑄-value of each state-action pair.

Algorithm 2: A DQN-based RL Training Algorithm
Input: C,𝑇train,𝑇val,𝑀 , # of training iterations t/ episode
Output: a trained RL model
for each episode during training do1

for 𝑘 from 1 to t do2

state 𝑠𝑘 = is computed using (𝑇train, C) ;3

action 𝑎𝑘 = max𝑎𝑄 (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑎;\ ) ;4

// delete/add a mini-batch5

Apply 𝑎𝑘 to update𝑇𝑘
train ;6

Re-train and compute a reward 𝑟𝑘 , which will be used to7

update𝑄-network;

return the RL model8

Deep Q-Network (DQN). Using a 𝑄-table [20] is impractical
for our problem, because our states (i.e., training data distribu-
tion in each iteration) are impossible to enumerate. Therefore, we
adopt DQN [30, 31] that trains a function approximator, such as a
neural network with parameters \ , to estimate the 𝑄-values, i.e.,
𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎;\ ) ≈ 𝑄∗ (𝑠, 𝑎). It can automatically attempt to learn the op-
timal combinatorial space of different mini-batches from multiple
clusters, leading to a data acquisition strategy with high perfor-
mance improvement.

Algorithm. Algorithm 2 illustrates how to train a selective data
acquisition model using RL, which consists of multiple training
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episodes. In each episode we have t iterations, where different
actions are tried and the feedback is used to train the model. Specif-
ically, in each iteration, the algorithm first computes the state repre-
sentation 𝑠𝑘 of the train data (line 3). Then, based on the trained 𝑄-
network, it selects the optimal action 𝑎𝑘 with the largest long-term
estimated reward (line 4). The action is to either add a mini-batch
to 𝑇𝑘

train or delete a mini-batch from 𝑇𝑘
train. Afterwards, it applies

the action (line 6), re-trains the ML model and computes a reward
that will be used to update the 𝑄-network (line 7).

Discussion about DQN training. In our framework, we use an off-
policy [32] strategy to learn the target policy 𝑎 = max𝑎 𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎;\ )
while a different behavior policy (i.e., 𝜖−greedy) runs for collecting
data in the environment. It is called off-policy when behavior policy
≠ target policy. It selects the greedy action with probability 1 − 𝜖

and a random action with probability 𝜖 to ensure good coverage of
the state-action space. Since DQN is off-policy, we use experience
memory replay for 𝑄-Network training. In order to break the tem-
poral correlation between actions and avoid forgetting the rare but
valuable experiences, we use the memory replay technique [30] to
store the experiences observed by the agent, and allow the agent
to reuse these experiences later.

DQN inference. During inference, we also have a total acquisition
number of iterations k as input. Then at each iteration, we repeat
the lines 3-7 in algorithm 2 except updating the network in line 7.

Note that, once the model is trained, it can be used for selecting
data points for the same supervised ML task but the dataset is
not necessarily the same. Consider Fig. 3 for example, the model
learned by using the data in Fig. 2 (i.e., city Kolkata) can be used
for acquiring data for house price prediction of other cities (e.g.,
Bangalore, Mumbai, and Delhi).

Take-away of MAB and DQN based methods. The MAB-based
solution is easy to implement and efficient. The DQN-based solu-
tion can achieve higher performance improvement but spends long
time on training. Therefore, by default, we choose DQN-based solu-
tion because it can achieve higher performance improvement and
effectiveness is typically the main concern. However, if efficiency
is the main concern, the MAB-based solution is a good alternative.

6 EXPERIMENT
Datasets. We used 5 real-world datasets (HR, House, Image-6,
Image-10, Credit) to evaluate our proposed framework. Table 1
shows the statistics. HR, House and Credit are tabular data.
Image-6 and Image-10 contain images, as shown in the “Type”
column. The train/validation/test split of the three datasets is also
shown in the column “|𝑇train |/|𝑇val |/|𝑇test |”.

For each dataset, we conducted an end-to-end experiment.
For tabular data (HR and House), we used the NYU Auctus
API [38] to search using 𝑇train. Specifically, we used the API
Datamart.search_with_data(supplied_data) to search union-
able datasets, where supplied_data is replaced with 𝑇train. Then
we used DatamartSearchResult.download to download these
datasets that have high overlapping attributes with 𝑇train, where
the schema alignment has been done. As discussed in Section 3, if
the searched datasets do not have an aligned attribute with 𝑇train,

Table 1: Statistics of datasets.

Dataset Type |𝑇train |/ |𝑇val |/ |𝑇test | # Sel. Src |P |
HR Tabular 1200/400/400 5 21287

House Tabular 1620/425/425 5 32963
Image-6 Image 2300/700/700 3 62000
Image-10 Image 5400/2100/2100 5 87400
Credit Tabular 11200/4000/4000 4 126300

we use NULL values for this attribute. In Table 1, “# Sel. Src” de-
notes the number of retrieved tables that could be well integrated
with the train data. Note that other popular dataset search toolkits
(e.g., Aurum [16], Google dataset search [18]) can also be incorpo-
rated into our framework. They can find relevant datasets given
a keyword-based but not dataset-based query, thus is not directly
suitable for unionable dataset search. In practice, some wrappers
w.r.t. some schema alignment techniques [35] need to be developed
in order to incorporate these toolkits. We used all the data points
in selected sources as the pool. The total number of points in the
pool is given in the “|P |” column. Details are as below.

(i) HR is a dataset with a classification task of “predicting whether
an employee would change the job”. # of train, validation and test
points are 1200, 400 and 400 from Finance Dept. respectively. Five
other departments (i.e., Sales Dept., International Dept., Purchasing
Dept., Marketing Dept. and Technology Dept.) can supplement the
train data because they have similar schema with the train data, and
thereby retrieved by the NYU Auctus APIs. We have 12 attributes
after alignment and 21287 data points in the pool.

(ii) House is a dataset of “predicting house price” (a regression task)
in India, and # of train/validation/test points was 1620/425/425 from
Mumbai. We found five tables from different cities (i.e., Bangalore,
Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata and Hyderabad) that could be integrated
with train/test points. We have 39 attributes and 32963 data points.

(iii) Image-6 is to classify a collection of images, and totally,
there are 6 categories {Dog, Tiger, Cat, Lion, Rabbit, Pig}. Unlike tab-
ular data, image data does not need schema alignment. We crawled
2300/700/700 train/valiadation/test points from Google.com. For
external sources, we used images from many sources. We used
62000 pictures from Imagenet [21], Caltech-256, Bing [4] as the
pool. For public datasets (e.g., Imagenet and Caltech), we only used
the images that fall into the six categories. For web-based APIs
(e.g., Bing image search [4]), we only retrieved the images using
the above categories within the limit of free API calls.

(iv) Image-10 is a dataset for image classification task, which has
10 categories, i.e., {binoculars, cake, calculator, eyeglasses, knife,
mushroom, octopus, rainbow, snake, spoon}. The sizes of train/vali-
dation/test points are 5400, 2100 and 2100, respectively, which are
crawled from Google.com. There are 87400 images in P, which are
from Baidu, Imagenet [21], Bing [4] and Caltech-256.

(v) Credit is a classification dataset, whose task is to predict
“whether the loan will be deferred based on a person’s economic
situation”. The sizes of train, validation and test dataset are 11200,
4000 and 4000, respectively. We have 11 attributes after alignment
and 126,300 data points in the pool.
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Evaluation Metrics. We used two different metrics, Area Un-
der Curve (AUC) for classification (HR, Image-6, Image-10, Credit)
tasks, and Mean Squared Error (MSE) for regression (House) task.

(I) AUC indicates a model’s capability to distinguish between classes,
where the AUC value is the area under the Receiver Operator Char-
acteristic (ROC) curve.

(II) MSE is used to evaluate the performance of the regression model.
It takes the distances (these distances are the “errors”) from the nor-
malized points of ground truth (𝑦) to the regression line (𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 )
and squaring them, i.e., 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 1

𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 )2. The lower

the MSE, the better the prediction.

Solutions. We compared AutoData with a variety of typical al-
gorithms. Almost all methods (except ALL) select data iteratively,
and in each iteration, the same size of mini-batch of data points is
acquired. Note that for our methods, we could either add or remove
one mini-batch in one iteration.

(1) ALL simply adds all data points from P to 𝑇train.

(2) Random randomly selects a mini-batch per iteration.

(3) Uncertainty-based active learning (U-AL) is an active learn-
ing based method, which selects data points with the largest uncer-
tainty measured by the trained model iteratively.

(4) Error-based active learning (E-AL) is another active learning
strategy, which considers how much error would incur if a data
point is acquired and added for retraining. Since typical active learn-
ing methods cannot know label in advance, it only compute the
expected error induced by each data point [44]. But in our scenario
(data points in P had labels), we could exactly know whether cur-
rent model predicted correctly or not, so we just added a mini-batch
of points that were incorrectly predicted to𝑇train in each iteration.

(5) Outlier-based active learning (O-AL) considers the active
learning scenario that the fetched data points (with high uncer-
tainty) maybe outliers for the train data [24]. Therefore, it first
removes the data points that have rather different distribution from
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and then conducts the active learning.

(6) Coreset-based active learning [47] (CS-AL) iteratively selects
a subset of unlabeled data points (i.e., the coreset) to label. In our
scenario, we select the coreset from P using their method without
considering the label.

(7) Similarity search (SS) searches points of P that are the closest
to 𝑇train, adds them to 𝑇train and retrain iteratively. The distance
between a data point 𝑜 in P and 𝑇train is measured by the average
Euclidean distance between 𝑜 and all points in 𝑇train.

(8) RL-based data valuation [54] (RL-DV) uses an RL model to
learn a valuation score of each data point. The higher the score, the
more benefit the data point has for the ML task, and thus the data
point should be selected.

(9) Exploitation-only (EO) first fetches a mini-batch of data points
from each cluster in the pool, and then keeps sampling from the
cluster that has brought the most performance improvement, with-
out the change of exploration.

(10) AutoData-MAB. This method is the algorithm using Upper Con-
fidence Bounds based MAB solution (Section 4).

(11) AutoData-DQN is the DQN-based RL solution (Section 5). To
train the RL model (Algorithm 2), we set a maximum number of
episodes of training, say 600. Each episode consisted of a series of
actions, the corresponding states and rewards. The training process
of RL model consumed around 2.5 hours and 3.8 hours on HR and
House, respectively. On Image-6 dataset, we used the pre-trained
model (i.e., Resnet50) for the image classification task, and the
training process totally consumed about 6.3 hours.

Note that when comparing AutoData-DQN with other solutions
in Section 6.1, the model has been trained and we compared the in-
ference results (DQN inference in Section 5). For training process,
we will provide more details in Section 6.2.

Hyper-parameter setting. We set 𝜏 in the AutoData-MAB as 0.5.
For AutoData-DQN, we used 4 fully connected layers, and we set
t = 20. In addition, 𝜖 = 0.95 and we use exponential decay pol-
icy to decrease 𝜖 . We used XGBoost and XGBoost Regression as
downstream models for the two tabular dataset HR and House.

6.1 Efficacy of Selective Data Acquisition
Can selective data acquisition from external sources help supervised
ML?We quantitatively evaluated the above ten solutions and the
result is shown in Fig. 7. The 𝑥-axis denotes the number of iterations
for selective data acquisition. The 𝑦-axis denotes the evaluation
metric: for Fig. 7 (a) and (c), AUC is used (the higher the better); for
Fig. 7 (b), MSE is used (the lower the better).

Effectiveness on HR (AUC). The result is shown in Fig. 7 (a), which
tells us the followings.

On this dataset, all methods can improve the model performance
through data acquisition, i.e., along with the increasing number of
iterations, the AUC values of all methods increase. At the beginning,
the AUC begins to increase rapidly, and then gradually slows down.

Among the baselines, Random, SS and EO do not perform well
(73.8%, 75.2% and 74.4% respectively after 25 iterations). The reason
is that Random is simple that does not consider any factors influenc-
ing the ML task. For SS, it only retrieves similar data with 𝑇train
without considering the performance, and loses the opportunities
to explore the pool for approaching the true distribution of the ML
task. For EO, although a certain cluster performs the best under
the state of initial train set, it is far from enough to use the cluster
to represent the data distribution of underlying ML task, which is
likely to be more complicated than the distribution of a single clus-
ter. Besides, ALL (74.6%) does not perform well either. This verifies
that simply acquiring all available data points is likely to involve
many “outliers” that are not beneficial to the performance, and thus
selective data acquisition is necessary.

Active learning based methods outperform SS because they con-
sider the uncertainty or prediction errors of data points. For exam-
ple, U-AL (E-AL) achieves an AUC of 76.8% (76.2%). E-AL is worse
than U-AL because the pool has many heterogeneous points that
are not beneficial for the model, and the model can not predict them
accurately. Therefore, these points are acquired, which results in
low performance. CS-AL only achieves 77.4% AUC because it aims
to select the coreset that is the representation of the training data,
rather than improving the model performance. Hence, the coreset
selection does not consider how the model performs on the valida-
tion or test set. Naturally, it cannot perform well when there is not
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Figure 7: Effectiveness of selective data acquisition.

Table 2: Efficiency (seconds).

Method HR House Image-6 Image-10 Credit

Random 4.27 5.28 10.69 19.87 23.27
U-AL 11.49 - 34.77 54.73 61.76
E-AL 10.61 23.28 32.52 49.87 58.81
O-AL 13.29 26.52 40.28 75.28 93.73
CS-AL 12.79 25.37 37.14 58.33 73.24
RL-DV 45.38 93.62 114.56 136.85 133.19
SS 36.24 70.23 106.25 113.64 127.85

AutoData-MAB 4.76 10.64 15.35 21.92 26.45
AutoData-DQN 5.72 12.78 17.47 26.67 29.87

enough training data and the data distributions of training and test
data are different. It also shows that O-AL (78.2%) performs better
than U-AL because O-AL first removes the outliers (distribute much
differently from points in 𝑇train) in the pool.

Reinforcement learning-based data valuation (RL-DV) achieves
only 75.9% AUC because it mainly focuses on retrieving data points
from a homogeneous dataset, but selecting data points from our
heterogeneous pool is likely to introduce many noise and leads to
instable training. Another possible reason is that in each training
iteration, RL-DV just randomly samples a batch of data points in
the pool, and thus the points between iterations are irrelevant. But
during training, we select data points considering the historical
experience, including incremental data acquisition and deletion.

AutoData-MAB and AutoData-DQN outperform baselines, with
AUC 79.3% and 81.2% respectively. The reasons are two-fold. First,
our methods directly consider the performance improvement or
degradation to guide the acquisition. Second, we carefully model the
relationships among data points in the pool and use an exploration-
exploitation strategy, based on which we acquire data iteratively.
The DQN-based method AutoData-DQN is better than AutoData-
MAB because (a) it considers the intrinsic characteristics of train
data points by encoding them as state, which can be regraded as a
key feature, and (b) it uses the more powerful DQNmodel to update
the search policy, which is more flexible.

Effectiveness on House (MSE). The result is shown in Fig. 7 (b).
Different from the AUC value in Fig. 7 (a) that is the higher the better,
for MSE in Fig. 7 (b), it is the lower the better. Hence, it shows that
these methods had similar trends that different methods can im-
prove the model performance along with the increasing number of
iterations. Note that we did not plot U-AL because it is not practical
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Figure 8: AutoData-DQN: No-adaptation vs. Adaptation (HR)

to measure the uncertainty for the regression task. For example,
AutoData-DQN achieved a MSE of 0.209, which outperformed E-AL
(0.241), O-AL (0.250), SS (0.246), EO (0.255), CS-AL (0.248), RL-DV
(0.240) and AutoData-MAB (0.226) due to its high generalization and
learning ability. E-AL outperforms O-AL because some beneficial
points were wrongly removed in O-AL. AutoData-MAB outperforms
other baselines because it selectively acquires data based on the
performance feedback.

Effectiveness on Image-6 (AUC). The result is shown in Fig. 7 (c).
It shows AutoData-DQN still performed the best, with 85.1% AUC.
The difference is active learning methods perform worse than SS.
The reason is that for the image dataset, images in the pool is much
more heterogeneous than the above two tabular datasets, so active
learning methods are likely to acquire many unhelpful objects.
Even worse, if they acquire more and more points, the performance
would degrade because they contain more noisy train points.

Effectiveness on Image-10 (AUC). As shown in Fig 7, we can see
that AutoData-MAB and AutoData-DQN significantly outperforms
other baselines, achieving AUC of 78.3% and 80.8%, respectively.

Effectiveness on Credit (AUC). As shown in Fig. 7, we find the
AutoData (79.2% of MAB and 80.4% of DQN) significantly outperforms
the active learning-based methods, RL-DV, SS and Random.

Efficiency. Table 2 shows the efficiency of different methods on
3 datasets for 15 iterations (i.e., k = 15). We can see that Random
is the fastest because it does not need complex computation. AL-
based methods are much slower because they need to train the
downstream model and iterate the points in the pool for prediction,
so as to choose the acquired points. SS is the slowest since it needs
many high dimensional vector computations, although one can use
the index [22] to accelerate it. RL-DV is also slow because it needs
to iterate through the points in the pool, compute the valuation
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Figure 9: Hyper-parameter tuning for mini-batch sizes.

scores, and select the ones with high scores. Moreover, the training
process of RL-DV is rather slow (more than 30 hours for Image-6
dataset) because it needs to train a number of sampled batches
of data points, in order to obtain an accurate valuation score for
each one. Since the pool is always large, it is always impractical
to conduct this method for data acquisition in the wild. For our
methods, AutoData-MAB performs fast because it does not need to
iterate the pool, and also does not have complex computations.

Summary. AutoData-MAB and AutoData-DQN outperform the other
competitors (Fig. 7), and both are efficient for selecting data points
(Table 2). However, AutoData-DQN may need extra training time
for a new supervised ML task (see Section 6 Solutions–10), which
is automatic and thus practically feasible.

6.2 AutoData–DQN: No-adaption vs. Adaption
Can we apply a trained AutoData-DQN model for a new dataset from
the same domain?

No-adaption. Consider the model that was trained, validated and
tested for Finance Dept of the HR dataset as mentioned in Section 6.1.
Next, we wanted to perform the same ML task, but on a different
dataset, for which we used a HR Dept table with similar number
of train/validation/test points as Finance Dept. Fig. 8(a) provides
the result, where the 𝑥-axis denotes the number of iterations and
the 𝑦-axis denotes the metric AUC. It shows that even by directly
applying a trained model for a dataset from the same domain, it
(i.e., the “no-adaption” line) still outperforms AutoData-MAB. The
“no-adaption” line performs slightly worse than we train the model
for the new dataset, i.e., the “learn-from-scratch” line, as expected.

Adaption. Instead of learning from scratch, next we examine
whether we can adapt the model trained from a different dataset
but in the same domain. Fig. 8(b) shows the result, where the 𝑥-
axis denotes the number of iterations for the training process of
AutoData-DQN and the 𝑦-axis denotes the metric AUC. It shows that
if we adapt a pre-trained model (i.e., the “adaptation” line), it will
take much less episodes (i.e., less than 200) to converge, compared
with the “learn-from-scratch” approach (i.e., above 500).

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Varying the size of mini-batch. Typically, we can regard the size
of mini-batch as a hyper-parameter tuning problem. We evaluate
the relative sizes [ ( 1

100 ,
1
50 ,

1
20 ,

1
10 ,

1
5 respectively) of the mini-

batches and training set. We use the training and validation set
during the evaluation process. Experimental results are shown in
Fig. 9, where the 𝑥-axis is [ and 𝑦-axis denotes the metric (AUC
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Figure 12: Performance improvement of clustering algo-
rithms (k = 20).

and MSE). We can see that for AutoData-DQN, when [ is small, it
does not have much impact on performance, but more iterations
are needed to acquire data from pool, which is time-consuming.
When [ is too large, the performance decreases because some noisy
data points are incorporated. In addition, we find that AutoData-
MAB is more sensitive to [ than AutoData-DQN. The reason is that
AutoData-DQN can remove more noisy points using the deletion
action. Concretely, we can see that on the three datasets, [ = 1

20 is
the best choice considering both the effectiveness and efficiency. For
example, on HR, when [ = 1

20 , AutoData-MAB and AutoData-DQN
can achieve the AUC of 79.5% and 81.2%, respectively.

Varying reward computation methods. We have added 3
different choices of different reward computation methods. (1)
No-assign does not assign the score to any other neighbours when
a cluster 𝐶𝑖 is assigned with a score, i.e., 𝑟𝑖 = Δ and all of 𝑟 𝑗 = 0
when 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 . (2) Assign-without-𝜏 does not have the distance
threshold 𝜏 . Once a cluster𝐶𝑖 is assigned with a score, we distribute
it to all clusters based on the their distances with𝐶𝑖 , i.e., 𝑟𝑖 = Δ and
𝑟 𝑗 = Δ×(1−𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ,𝐶 𝑗 )/𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 ),𝐶 𝑗 ∈ C, where𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest dis-
tance among pairs of clusters in C. (3) Assign-equally-within-𝜏
equally distributes the score to neighbours with distances within
𝜏 , once a cluster 𝐶𝑖 is assigned with a score,i.e., 𝑟 𝑗 = 𝑟𝑖 = Δ, if
𝐶 𝑗 ∈ N (𝐶𝑖 ). Otherwise, 𝑟 𝑗 = 0 when 𝐶 𝑗 ∉ N(𝐶𝑖 ).
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As shown in Fig 10 (the 𝑦-axis denotes the metric (AUC and MSE)),
on three datasets, AutoData achieves the best performance. For ex-
ample, on HR dataset, the AUC of AutoData is 79.3%, which is better
than that of Assign-equally-within–𝜏 (75.9%) because the latter
one does not distinguish the neighbour clusters of 𝐶𝑖 , which leads
to inappropriate reward assignment. AutoData also outperforms
No-assign (74.7%) because it totally ignores the relationships be-
tween other clusters with 𝐶𝑖 . For Assign-without-𝜏 , AutoData
performs better because the baseline inappropriately distributes
the reward to clusters that are far away from 𝐶𝑖 , but they almost
have no relationship with 𝐶𝑖 .

6.4 Comparison of Clustering Methods

Clustering 𝑣𝑠. No-clustering. We first verify whether clustering
is necessary. We design a baseline that does not cluster over the P,
but just regards each dataset as a “cluster”. As shown in Fig. 11 (the
𝑥-axis denotes AutoData-MAB and AutoData-DQN and the 𝑦-axis
denotes the metric AUC and MSE), this method performs worse than
us a lot. The reason is that data points in the wild are heterogeneous,
and thus not all of them can help. Hence, we cannot distinguish
helpful data points without clustering.

Comparing different clustering algorithms.We evaluate the
performance of different typical clustering methods, including
GMM [17], DBSCAN [15] and MeanShift [10], for clustering the
data points in P. Recap that in Section 3.2, our RL-based solu-
tion needs the statistics of each cluster (i.e., means and covariance
matrices) to capture the relationship between the clusters via the
distance between them. Using GMM, the Gaussian distribution of
each category can be naturally obtained when clustering. But for
the other two algorithms, we need to calculate corresponding mean
and covariance matrix for each cluster separately after clustering.
Settings. The clustering result is affected by the parameters of the
clustering algorithms and we can use different methods to select
proper parameters. For GMM,we can use AIC score [1] to determine
the appropriate number of components(𝑔). For DBSCAN, there are
2 key parameters: (1) 𝑒𝑝𝑠 (the radius of a neighborhood w.r.t. some
data points) (2)𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 (a data point is considered as a core point
if at least𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 data points are within 𝑒𝑝𝑠 of it). They can be set
using the method in [46]. Mean-Shift is a centroid-based method
that updates the centroids to be the mean of the points within a
given region. The size of the region is controlled by 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ,
which can be set by the bandwidth estimation [49].
Effect of different clustering methods. The result is shown in Fig-
ure 12, where the 𝑥-axis denotes AutoData-MAB and AutoData-
DQN, the 𝑦-axis denotes the metric AUC and MSE. We can see that
using different methods can affect the performance of AutoData-
MAB and AutoData-DQN, and GMM can obtain the best perfor-
mance. For example, on Image-6, AutoData-DQN has the AUC 85.1%
with GMM clustering, better than DBSCAN (81.9%) and Mean-Shift
(82.5%). This indicates that GMM is amore robust clusteringmethod,
mainly because it can well handle heterogeneous data from differ-
ent sources, while DBSCAN and Mean-Shift cannot perform well
on dataset with large variances in densities.

7 RELATEDWORK

Active learning. Active learning [12] interactively selects unla-
beled data points just from 𝑇 and queries users to label them. Dif-
ferent criteria can be used to select these points, such as the most
informative ones [3, 27] or the most confusing ones [45]. We have
tested 4 active learning methods and shown that our methods were
better (see Section 6.1 and Fig. 7).

Coresets. Coresets [29, 55] study the problem that given a full
training labeled data, how to select a small subset from it such that
training on the small set performs on par with the full training set.
The goal is to make the training efficient, rather than considering
whether the model performs better on the ML task. Thus, they
study a very different problem from us (with different goals), and
the solutions are naturally different.

Data acquisition for model fairness. There have been works [33,
51] that use data acquisition to improve model fairness. For the
fairness of ML models, what is a fair model is pre-defined based on
groups, e.g., the desired target distribution is given. Different from
them, our problem is to train a good ML model that can generalize
without knowing the target distribution.

Data acquisition for model performance. Closer to our work
is [25], which tries to search labeled points by querying data mar-
kets. However, it assumes that the datasets have the same true data
distribution of the ML task at hand, which is hard to guarantee.
Moreover, it assumes that buyers can iteratively issue SQL queries
by varying predicates and purchase slices of datasets, which are
not yet widely supported by data markets. Another close work [54]
is data valuation using RL, which assigns a valuation score for
each point. The higher the score, the more likely the points will be
added to the train set. However, it focuses on selecting points from
homogeneous datasets, while not from heterogeneous ones.

Other database techniques w.r.t.ML. Data preparation [6] can
be utilized to improve the effectiveness of ML model, including data
discovery [26], data cleaning [5, 19], data labeling [7, 8, 13, 23] and
data exploration [40, 41].

8 CONCLUSION
We study the problem of selective data acquisition in the wild for
model charging, which makes an attempt to verify our hypothesis
that whether we can boost the model performance by selecting
data points from data that is publicly available. The main challenge
is that data in wild is messy and many of them are noises that
cannot help a downstream ML task. We propose an end-to-end
framework, and two solutions, namely MAB-based AutoData and
DQN-based AutoData. We have experimentally verified that our
proposed methods can help select data points.
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